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Abstract. The widespread usage of virtualization has caused a major
impact in disparate areas such as scientific computing, industrial busi-
nesses and academic environments. This has led to a massive production
of Virtual Machine Images (VMIs). The management of this broad spec-
trum of VMIs should consider the variety of operating systems, appli-
cations and hypervisors. This paper describes the developments towards
a catalog and repository system for VMIs. Using the industry standard
Open Virtualization Format (OVF) the system offers indexing and stor-
age capabilities of VMIs as well as user-oriented matchmaking algorithms
to leverage VMI sharing.
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1 Introduction

Virtualization has brought several benefits, such as reducing the number of phys-
ical machines by server consolidation and isolating the execution environments
of applications. Using this as a base, Cloud technologies introduce the concept
of computing as a utility, where it provides the illusion of an endless supply of
computational resources available on demand [1]. The ability to access elastic
computing platforms on a pay-per-use basis is of paramount importance for or-
ganizations, since these infrastructures can dynamically adapt to the workload
requirements of such organizations.

There is currently no single and unified definition of Cloud technologies
among the scientific community [2]. However, it is commonly agreed that Infras-
tructure as a Service (IaaS) Cloud deployments provide the greatest flexibility
for generic application execution, when compared to other approaches such as
Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS). An IaaS Cloud,
such as the public infrastructure offered by Amazon EC2 [3], provides Virtual
Machine (VM) management so that computational cycles can be consumed by
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applications. In addition, there exist software alternatives focused on deploying
private, public and hybrid Clouds, such as Eucalyptus [4] and OpenNebula [5].

This has led to numerous Cloud deployments that provide VM management
capabilities which, in turn, require creating application-specific VMs. These are
typically known as Virtual Appliances (VA), which provide the application with
the required environment for its successful execution. Creating a VA out of a
VM requires a process called contextualization which, in many cases, can be
automated.

Therefore, contextualizing, indexing and cataloguing the VMIs within an or-
ganization is important so that they can be reused for different projects. In addi-
tion, it could be interesting to share VMIs with external organizations that may
find suitable to reuse existing VMIs to address similar problems, specially within
the scientific community. This requires a three-fold strategy. Firstly, a catalog for
indexing the VMIs with appropriate metadata to be used by matchmaking al-
gorithms able to find the most appropriate VMIs to execute a given application.
Secondly, a repository that efficiently stores and manages the VMIs, across dif-
ferent devices. Finally, a contextualization software able to automatically deploy
an application on a VM ensuring the required execution environment.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. First, section 2 introduces
the related work found in the literature. Next, section 3 describes the architecture
and functionality of the catalog and repository system. Section 4 delves into
the matchmaking algorithms employed to obtain a set of candidate VMs that
satisfy the user requirements. Later, section 5 describes the approach employed to
contextualize a VM for the successful execution of an application. Then, section
6 focuses on two applications in which we are using the catalog and repository
system. Finally, section 7 summarizes the paper and points to future work.

2 Related Work

The idea of virtual machine cataloguing is not a new topic in the Cloud com-
puting field. Nowadays, with the advent of Cloud technologies the storage and
indexing of VMs are becoming crucial tasks in order to cope with the large num-
ber of VMs being produced. This also introduces the chance to share with the
community generic VMs that can be reused for different purposes, thus leverag-
ing scientific collaboration. For this reason, different VMI repository approaches
have been currently developed. We describe the approaches that are close to our
work.

VMware Marketplace [6], developed by VMware Inc. currently provides a set
of 1410 virtual machines to be used with their own virtual management system.
Their web-based interface introduces a categorization of the VMIs that depends
on their target application (i.e., networking, collaboration and communication,
applications infrastructure, etc.). In addition, it allows a simple keyword search
in order to find the desired VMIs. The VMIs can be downloaded and uploaded
by the registered users using the web interface provided. The Science Clouds
Marketplace [7, 8], promoted by the University of Chicago, focuses on VMIs
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that are useful for Grid computing and scientific applications. It is currently a
very small repository available online (only eight VMIs listed), provides no search
mechanisms and few metadata are stored. All the VMIs can be downloaded but
it does not provide tools to upload or index your own VMI.

One of the largest public Cloud infrastructures is Amazon Elastic Compute
Cloud (EC2) [3]. EC2 offers a repository of the Amazon Machine Images (AMIs)
[9] able to be run in their IaaS Cloud. The images are hierarchically organized
using different features (provider, operating system, region), but it does not
provide search tools. However, it enables the users to create and upload new
AMIs specifically designed for their applications. A related repository is the
Cloud Market [10], which is a catalog of Amazon EC2 images. It scans Amazon
EC2 and extracts VMI information (platform, kernel, etc.) considering common
locations of image information for extra details. The users can claim their images
and add more information about them. It provides some simple search tools to
find the desired images specifying parameters such as platform, architecture and
additional tags. However, it does not store the images, only information about
them.

Most of the VMI repositories analyzed are designed to be used with a given
hypervisor technology or are tied to a specific cloud system. They only provide
very basic search tools, usually using a web interface, thus discouraging the use
of APIs to perform automated advanced queries. These repositories are valid for
an interactive scenario, in which a human examines the features of the VMs and
then decides whether they are suitable or not for his/her application. However,
creating mechanisms for selecting the most suitable VMI requires well structured
metadata information.

Concerning the contextualization of VMs for the execution of scientific ap-
plications, there are different approaches in the literature. The Nimbus project
[11] introduced the concept of VM contextualization. They created a service to
gather and distribute runtime information of VMs mainly used to dynamically
deploy virtual clusters. VMPlants [12] proposes a system based on DAGs to
represent both the actual and the desired state of a VM as the result of the
installation of software packages and user actions. These graphs can be enacted
on the VM to perform the specified actions. There also exist different tools to
help performing actions unattended such as Chef [13] and Puppet [14], which can
certainly be incorporated in a tool like the one proposed. In our case, we wanted
to focus on the specific workflow required to deploy scientific applications.

This paper describes a Virtual Machine catalog and repository system, which
is a service that indexes VMs with metadata that can be used for automated
purposes. That information includes not only data about virtual hardware config-
uration (memory, processor, disk, etc.), but also operating system related (type
of operating system, version, release, etc.) and applications installed.
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3 The Virtual Machine Catalog and Repository Manager

The main goal of the Virtual Machine Catalog and Repository system (VMCR)
is to enable users to upload, store and catalog their VMs so that they can later
be searched and retrieved, possibly by other users in order to enhance sharing
and collaboration. For that, we have relied on industry standards such as the
Open Virtualization Format (OVF) [15], to describe the VMs, and Web Services
to develop the core of the VMCR service itself.
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the Virtual Machine Catalog and Repository Manager

The architecture of the system is depicted in Figure 1. Its functionality is
divided in four key areas (Client, Catalog, Repository and Storage). The Storage
module is in charge of abstracting the details of different storage media, such
as local disks and FTP servers, where the VMs will be stored. The Repository
module provides support for different transfer protocols to be used by the client,
such as FTP and HTTP. It also offers session management capabilities to issue
temporary credentials employed to authorize the VM uploads. The Catalog mod-
ule is responsible for indexing the VMs stored in the repository. Besides, it offers
matchmaking algorithms that are employed to obtain the most appropriate VMs
that satisfy the requirements imposed by the user.

Both the catalog and the repository expose a well defined API in order to
use its functionality from a programming language (currently Java bindings are
offered). However, the Client module also includes end user command line ap-
plications in order to ease its usage by the user.

The next sections describe in detail the functionality and implementation of
the catalog and repository modules.
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3.1 Cataloguing Virtual Machines

The main functionality of the VMCR system is cataloging virtual machines. As
such, the users can register their own VMIs in the catalog as well as its related
metadata. This includes information about the virtual hardware configuration
(memory, processor, disk, etc.), the operating system (type of operating system,
version, release, etc.) and the applications installed. Including VM metadata en-
ables to develop matchmaking algorithms, described in section 4, that can search
in the catalog for the most appropriate VMIs according to user requirements.

Developing a generic catalog system for VMIs requires the system to be
hypervisor-agnostic, so that it can be used as part of virtually any kind of Cloud
environment. There are currently different hypervisor technologies being used
by the community, such as KVM (Kernel-based Virtual Machine), Xen and
VMware, each one using a different format to describe the VMs. This is why
we are relying on industry standards such as the Open Virtualization Format
(OVF) [15], developed by The Distributed Management Task Force.

The OVF format is a platform independent, efficient, extensible, and open
packaging and distribution format for virtual machines An OVF package con-
sists of several files, placed in one directory. The main files that compose the
OVF package are the disk images, and the OVF descriptor. The descriptor is an
XML file that describes all metadata for the virtual machines (including virtual
hardware), as well as the structure of the OVF package itself.

The OVF descriptor file is able to define an extensive set of metadata about
all the aspects of the VM: VM type, hardware features, operating system, ap-
plications installed, etc. Being based on the XML language, the standard can
easily be extended in order to add new sections or VM capabilities. In particular,
extra fields have been added to some of the information nodes to include detailed
information. For example, the OperatingSystemSection node only provides two
general fields (Info and Description), and it has been complemented with three
new fields (Type, Flavour and Version) enabling to better describe the OS used
in the VM. In addition, the VirtualHardwareSection now requires a new field
(Quantity) that indicates the disk and memory size, and the number of CPUs
for a virtual machine.

The catalog system provides indexing capabilities for the VMIs. Being a
generic solution, it can be employed to catalog VMIs stored in external reposito-
ries. This way, it is possible to take advantage of the storage facilities of external
providers and rely only on the functionality of the catalog.

The catalog service interface is exported as a Web Service, providing a set
of well-defined APIs to access its functionality. It enables the user to exchange
the VMI information using OVF-compliant XML documents. Relying on plain
Web services allows to create a lightweight, easy-to-deploy system that is able
to seamlessly run on an application server like the Apache Tomcat.
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3.2 Repositories of Virtual Machines

The repository service supports the efficient storage and retrieval of the files
related to the VMIs indexed by the catalog service. The internal storage structure
of the repository is defined by means of internal directories called containers that
are able to store an unlimited amount of files.

When an upload is requested to the repository the storage manager creates
a new container and assigns it a unique identifier. This number is used by the
client-side library to upload all the VM disk image files into the container. Simi-
larly, when a download operation is requested this identifier allows to retrieve the
list of files in the container in order to download them all. In addition, the cata-
log service links each virtual machine with the unique identifier of the container
obtained from the repository.

The use of identifiers to manage the repository allows to decouple the catalog
and the repository, since the repository is not aware of the virtual machine that
is related to a given container. Therefore, this approach allows the user to store
the files related to virtual machines regardless of the hypervisor employed. This
guarantees extensibility since the repository can be used to store VMI created
with other virtualization softwares.

Another important feature that should be pointed out is its ability to store
a high volume of data, since the size of a VMI is in the order of a few gigabytes.
Therefore, the service has been designed following a plugin-based approach in
order to simultaneously use different devices to store the virtual machines. This
allows the service to seamlessly use different types of storage devices, such as
local disks, remote FTP servers and even Storage Area Networks (SAN). This
only requires the development of the plugin for the specific storage device. This
approach allows introducing mechanisms to choose the most appropriate storage
device considering features such as data transfer speed or capacity requirements.
Load balancing the storage leverages the scalability of the developed system.

Finally, the repository service enables the implementation of synchronization
mechanisms among the files in different repositories. As replication and distri-
bution are key elements for fault tolerance, this approach paves the way to have
multiple repository services in order to better cope with failures and prevent
data loss from the information stored in the repository.

According to Figure 1, the most important components included in the repos-
itory service are:

– API: Defines the main operations, which allow the user to upload and down-
load the files of a VMI.

– Storage Manager. It is the central component of the service that interacts with
the rest of the modules after an upload or download operation. It chooses the
most appropriate storage device and the protocol to be employed during the
data transfer considering the information offered by the Storage Load Monitor.

– Storage Load Monitor: It monitors the storage capacity of each device and
reports this information to the Storage Manager.
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– Transfer Manager: It chooses the transfer protocol to be used for sending and
receiving the data files of the VMI. Depending on the protocol employed, it
is necessary to generate certain temporary credentials, through the Session
Manager, in order to authorize users to access the repository.

– Session Manager: Manages the required credentials so that the clients are able
to upload and download the VMI.

The repository service currently uses an FTP service that is dynamically
started upon a user’s request. The credentials (users/passwords) of this service
are also dynamically created and offered to the client-side library in order to
lease authorizations to users. The FTP server typically configures the sessions
so that clients can only access their VMI files. However, it is possible to provide
special authorizations so that different users can access the files in a given con-
tainer of the repository. The Session Manager might also use an authorization
mechanism based on X.509 certificates that uniquely identify each user. This
way, this component should have the credentials of the Certification Authority
(CA) that issues the user certificates, together with an Access Control List that
prevents unauthorized users to access the repository.
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Fig. 2. Interaction diagram between the repository and the catalog services.

The repository service interacts with the catalog service as depicted in Fig-
ure 2. In case the user wants to upload a new virtual machine, the interaction
proceeds as follows. First of all the client application invokes an operation in
the catalog service to send the OVF document that specifies the virtual machine
description (step 1). Then, the catalog service asks the repository component for
a free container to store the virtual machine (step 2).

Later, the repository chooses the most appropriate storage device considering
their storage load. The transfer protocol is typically chosen by the user from
those supported by the service. Next, the repository service generates temporary
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credentials that are be employed by the client to access the container in which
the VMI files can be uploaded (step 3). Then, the catalog service receives the
container identifier that relates the virtual machine with its repository (step 4).
In step 5, the service provides the user with the credentials required to access the
storage device. These credentials might vary depending on the storage device.

Finally, the client uses the credentials in order to directly access the storage
device for file upload. After finishing the data transfer operation, the client
informs the service that the data transfer has finished. Finally, to ensure that no
errors were introduced during the data transfers, the client sends to the service
the MD5 checksums of the uploaded files. This way, data can be checked for
inconsistencies.

In the case of a download operation, the repository obtains the identifier of
the container that hosts the virtual machine to be retrieved, and the client-side
library is in charge of downloading the files of the VMI.

4 Matchmaking: Satisfying the User Requirements

A key issue when dealing with the VMCR system is to provide the user with
matchmaking facilities. Otherwise the VMCR would be just another catalogue
of VMIs. The matchmaking process aims at providing the users with the VMIs
that best fit their application requirements.

When considering the VMI features that the user might require, they can be
classified in two major groups (according to their importance for the user): hard
and soft requirements. On the one hand, we have identified requirements that a
VMI must fulfill to be appropriate for an application. Typical examples of these
hard constraints are the operating system installed on the VMI, the amount of
memory or the size of the hard disk. Furthermore, these requirements have to
be extensible to express the applications or libraries that a VMI should have
installed.

On the other hand, there are optional features that the user application
might like the VMI to have them, but they are not a must. An example of a soft
requirement would be the amount of memory that exceeds a given threshold
(an application might require 512 Mbytes of RAM but its performance could
probably be better with memory over 1 Gbyte). Another example is a certain
application or library installed in the VMI, that it would be ideal to have it in-
stalled, but could certainly be installed afterwards. In this case, the VMI should
definitely be a candidate choice for running the application. In the end, the user
is responsible for deciding which attributes are considered hard of soft require-
ments.

According to these definitions it is clear that the user must not be provided
with a VMI that does not satisfy every hard constraint expressed, but there
probably exists more than one VMI that satisfies the soft requirements.

In order to establish some criteria for the user to understand how a VMI
satisfies the requirements, we introduce the Value of Interest (VOI) concept for
a requirement. It represents a rank value, expressed in a user-defined scale, for a
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specific soft constraint stated by the user. Obviously the VOI has no sense for a
hard requirement, as the VMI must be discarded if any of the hard requirement
of an application is not met. In summary, the VOI stands for the niceness of
a feature considered for the desired VMI, and this is certainly related to the
application.

Searching for the candidate VMIs for an application requires the user con-
straints to be expressed in a custom language which is inspired by the Condor
classads language [16]. In addition, it allows the user to specify whether each
requirement is hard or not, and its VOI in the case of a soft requirement. An
example set of simple assertions for a VMI are stated below:

os.type=’linux’ && os.flavor=’ubuntu’, hard

system.memory >= 512, hard

system.memory > 1024, soft, 100

Fig. 3. Sample language employed by the user to indicate the requirements that should
be met by a Virtual Machine

The assertions in Figure 3 indicate that the user wants a VMI that has in-
stalled Ubuntu GNU/Linux and at least 512 Mbytes of RAM, although it would
be better if it has > 1 Gbyte of RAM. Using the provided VOIs, a mathematical
function can be applied to rank a specific VMI. The result of that function will
be called the Suitability Value (SV) for a VMI considering a set of requirements.
Once the SV is calculated for every VMI that accomplishes the hard and some
(if any) soft requirements, the results can be sorted out so that the user can
determine which one of the VMIs best fits for the application. The function to
calculate the SV of a VMI may vary according to the specific deployment of the
VMCR. It can be as simple as the sum of every satisfied VOI or more complex,
for example considering different weights for the VOIs, according to different
sets of constraints (processor, memory, applications, etc.). This would give more
importance to a specific set of requirements in contrast to others.

For the sake of completeness, it is important to point out that depending on
the hypervisor employed, the memory of the VM would not be required to be
a hard requirement, since this value can certainly be modified prior to booting
the VMI. This is the case of, for example, the KVM hypervisor.

5 Contextualization and Virtual Machine Management

The execution of scientific applications in a Cloud computing infrastructure re-
quires the creation of Virtual Appliances (VA). A VA is a VM that includes
the application and the required environment for its execution (numerical li-
braries, databases, runtime environments, etc.), thus obtaining a self-contained
application.
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Configuring a VM to obtain a VA is typically called contextualization. Ap-
plications with a large number of dependencies on external software components
(such as libraries, database management systems, etc.), cannot perform the con-
textualization at deployment time. Additionally, in most cases, performing auto-
matic contextualization requires considerable complexity from a technical point
of view. For these cases, a possible approach is performing the installation of
the most complex software components by the user, in order to produce a pool
of partially contextualized VMs which would be stored in the repository and
indexed in the catalog service described in this paper. Later, these VMs would
then be completely contextualized at boot time in order to create the appropriate
environment required for the execution of the scientific application.

5.1 Contextualizing Scientific Virtual Appliances

Fig. 4. Contextualization approach of Virtual Machines to Deploy Applications

We are working on a tool that enables to deploy scientific applications with
minimal user intervention [17]. The main idea is to automatically perform the
typical steps required when deploying a scientific application (packaging, config-
uration, compilation, execution). This way, instead of manually configuring the
VM we favor application inoculation into the VM with minimal user interven-
tion.

Figure 4 describes the approach employed by this software. With this tool, the
users just expose in a declarative manner the deployment requirements of their
applications, using an XML high-level based declarative language. Then, the
tool automatically performs the steps involved in the deployment of a scientific
application:

1. Install the required packages. Resolve dependencies with other software com-
ponents and install those dependencies first.

2. Configuration. Enables the user to express the configuration process of the
software package. This is achieved by common actions such as, copy files,
change properties in configuration files, declare environment variables, etc.
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3. Build. Compile the software package using the appropriate build system
(Configure + Make, Apache Ant, SCons, etc.)

4. Execution. If required, start the application. This step might require invoking
a shell script, performing a parallel execution, delegating the execution into
a Grid system, etc.

Notice that, in general, once the VM is properly contextualized for a given
application, it can be stored for later use. Therefore, depending on the applica-
tion, the contextualization process might only be performed once and later reuse
the VM for subsequent executions. Nevertheless, as different Cloud infrastruc-
tures might use different hypervisors, reusing VMs across different platforms is
not currently a straightforward process.

5.2 Contextualization-aware matchmaking

We are also considering advanced matchmaking algorithms related to the con-
textualization of the virtual machines. These algorithms assume the existence of
a service able to contextualize a VMI. If we assume that after the contextualiza-
tion the resulting VMI is going to satisfy more requirements than the original
one, we should consider that a constraint will be satisfied if we have a plugin
that will achieve it. As a result, in the presence of a contextualization service,
some VOIs should be taken into account.

The key issue here is that contextualization implies a post-process that can be
both time consuming and have an associated cost. Therefore, the time involved in
this process should include, on the one hand, the Expected Time to Contextualize
(ETC), but also other hidden costs such as obtaining the appropriate licenses for
proprietary software. In our developed model, we are only considering the ETC,
as the other costs imply alternative mechanisms such as accounting, paying, etc.
that should be implemented according to the specific business model.

Currently we have a contextualization mechanism that is plugin-driven [17].
The main objective is to have a plugin to get a specific feature (from reconfig-
uring the amount of disk to installing specific software). For each plugin i, its
creator should be able to estimate the cost (typically the average installation
time) for that plugin (Cpi). Estimating the cost of the plugin could certainly be
complemented by considering other issues such as the time needed to gather the
software required to install. At this point we have a total cost to contextualize
one specific VMI to meet some requirements. That cost (C) is calculated as the
sum of the Cpi for each plugin that should be used. The pseudocode of the
contextualization-aware matchmaking algorithm is included in Figure 5.

The outcome of the algorithm is a list of VMIs that meet the requirements,
or would meet them at a given cost. Then the user must evaluate whether to use
the contextualization process or simply getting a VMI as is.
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images={}

for each VMI as current

C=0

SV=0

for each requirement as req

if (!current satisfies req)

if (!we have a plugin to satisfy req)

if (req is hard)

discard VMI and continue

endif

else

push(Cost(plugin), C)

if (req is soft)

push(VOI(req), SV)

endif

else

if (req is soft)

push(VOI(req), SV)

end if

end for

push(current, SV, C, images)

end for

result = ordered images according to VOI

Fig. 5. Contextualization-aware matchmaking pseudocode

6 Case Study: Cataloguing Scientific Virtual Appliances

One of the main goals of the catalog is its application for the categorization of
scientific virtual appliances. This section summarizes sample areas in which this
system is being used.

6.1 Grid Service-based Virtual Appliances

Grid computing technologies [18] based on the Globus Toolkit 4 (GT4) [19] allow
the development of Grid services which are loosely coupled interoperable services,
such as Web services, but with the ability to maintain a persistent state. In order
to introduce fault-tolerance for Grid services, Moltó et al. developed a pluggable
library that automatically introduced replication capabilities for GT4-based Grid
services [20]. This approach was later extended in order to allow the automatic
deployment of virtual machines [21] which can be properly contextualized at
boot time.

In order to deploy Grid services based on GT4, we are using a virtual machine
based on Ubuntu JeOs 8.04 with a pre-installation of GT 4.0.8. The installation
of all the required components (Java VM, C compiler, etc.) results in a VMI size
of 1.2 Gbytes.
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The usage of the catalog and the repository service allows to store and cat-
egorize common purpose virtual machines. The GT4-based VMI is stored in
the catalog with the required metadata related to the hardware configuration
(1 CPU, 512 MBytes of RAM, KVM hypervisor) and the applications installed
(GT4, Java). This VM can be properly contextualized at boot time in order to
deploy the specific Grid service. Therefore, the VMI can be reused for different
Grid applications.

6.2 Virtualizing a Grid Infrastructure based on the gLite
Middleware

With the evolution of the Enabling Grids for E-sciencE (EGEE) project [22] and
now with the transition to European Grid Initiative (EGI) [23], the deployment
of nodes based on the gLite middleware is a requirement for resource providers.

There are different components in a gLite deployment, each one requiring a
different configuration. Moreover, the active development and enhancement of
the middleware results in complex system administration tasks in order to main-
tain an updated gLite deployment. The most important components involved in
a gLite site are the Computing Element (CE), the Storage Element (SE), and the
Working Nodes (WN). Each gLite node (version 3.1) requires Scientific Linux 4
installed, with the specific configuration shown in Table 1 for each kind of node.
Due to this OS restriction a common strategy consists of deploying the gLite
nodes based on VMs.

Node Type Memory (MB) Disk (GB) Software Packages

SE 1024 250 glite-SE dpm disk glite-SE dpm mysql

CE 512 8 lcg-CE or glite-CREAM

WN 512 4 glite-WN

Table 1. Requirements of different gLite node types.

The installation and configuration process of the different gLite nodes is
quite similar. First, the gLite middleware (lcg-CE, glite-SE or glite-WN software
packages) has to be installed and then each component has to be configured by
means of the gLite yaim tool. The usage of the VMRC service, together with the
contextualization tool aims at simplify the management of this infrastructure for
a give site. The procedure follows this steps:

1. Contact the repository to find the most suitable VMI. A hard requirement
is that the VMI should have the Scientific Linux 4 OS installed. However, to
have installed the corresponding gLite software (SE, CE or WN) is considered
as a soft requirement.

2. If the VMI has the gLite middleware installed, go to the next step; in other
case install the corresponding gLite software package. Once installed the
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gLite software package, the VM can be registered in the catalog to enable
its reuse in the future. This last step is optional.

3. Configure the node using the gLite yaim configuration tool. This step in-
volves the personalization of the node to the match the site’s requirements
as well as the organization policies.

By cataloguing the VMIs employed in a repository, it is easy to automate
the deployment of new nodes in these kind of infrastructures.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper has presented a catalog service that introduces a mechanism to prop-
erly classify and identify Virtual Machine Images. The catalog includes match-
making algorithms in order to obtain a set of candidate virtual machines ade-
quate for the deployment of a given application. In addition, extensible mech-
anisms are provided for the definition of additional matchmaking policies. The
catalog interacts with a repository service that manages the efficient storage of
virtual machines through the aggregated use of different storage devices. The
catalog is currently being employed for different scientific applications.

Future works include connecting the virtual catalog to external repositories
of VMIs such as those provided by Amazon EC2. Moreover, with the advent
of virtual to virtual technologies, which allows migrating VMs among different
hypervisor technologies, it would be interesting to create gateways to import
VMs from external repositories into the local one. This way, it would be possible
to avoid the hypervisor lock-in and take advantage of virtual machines originally
created for other virtualization technologies.
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